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1. Introduction 

1.1 Scope of the Investigation 

The Prudential Authority appointed Deloitte & Touche (“Deloitte”, “us” or “we”) to perform an Investigation at 
3Sixty Life Limited (“3Sixty Life”) in terms of section 134(1) of the Financial Sector Regulation Act of 2017. 

The scope of the Investigation was set out in a letter from the Prudential Authority to the Chief Executive Officer 
of 3Sixty Life dated 5 May 2020 (refer Appendix A) as follows:  

 Objective 1: inspect all intra-group transactions (on balance sheet and entered into during the last three 
financial years) and to report back on the nature, quantum, recoverability and purpose; 

 Objective 2: inspect the governance processes followed by the board of directors of 3Sixty Life in 
considering and approving the intra-group transactions; and 

 Objective 3: inspect the sources of funding and details (i.e. purchase price vs NAV etc.) of the acquisition 
of Salt Employee Benefits Limited and 3Sixty Pharmaceuticals Limited.  

1.2 Information relied upon for the Investigation 

On 26 May 2020 the Prudential Authority facilitated an introductory between management of 3Sixty Life and 
3Sixty Global Solutions Group Proprietary Limited (collectively referred to as “3Sixty management”) and 
Deloitte.  

During the period June 2020 to September 2020 Deloitte submitted written information requests to 3Sixty 
management and held follow-up discussions with 3Sixty management to understand the context of the 
information provided, or the non-availability of information requested.  The information provided by 3Sixty 
management and considered by us include: 

a) An analysis of related party balances and transactions as reported by 3Sixty Life in the notes to the 
audited financial statements for the 2017-2019 financial years. The financial statements were prepared 
in terms of International Financial Reporting Standards. Refer Appendix B for an extract of the analysis 
provided in respect of the 2017 and 2018 financial years and Appendix C for an extract of the related 
party balances and transactions from the 3Sixty Life 2019 financial statements ;  

b) audited financial statements for 3Sixty Life for the 2017-2019 financial years; 

c) copies of written agreements in support of the related party transactions and balances disclosed in the 
financial statements (where available); 

d) meeting papers (packs) for 3Sixty Life audit committee and board of director meetings that took place 
in the 2017- 2019 financial years, as well as the first half of the 2020 financial year; 

e) copies of the board of director and audit committee charters; 

f) Numsa group structure (refer 2.1 for an extract of this group structure); 

g) audited financial statements of Doves Group Proprietary Limited and 3Sixty Health Proprietary Limited 
for the 2019 financial year; 

h) audited solo annual QRT return for 3Sixty Life for the 2019 financial year; 

i) an analysis of the sponsorships expense item included in the audited 2018 and 2019 3Sixty Life 
financial statements; and 

j) documents related to and including the purchase agreement for the acquisition by 3Sixty Group of 
shares in Salt Employee Benefits Limited and financial information on 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals 
Proprietary Limited. 
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We held meetings with the following persons who provided background information to the related party 
transactions and balances, and related governance processes: 

 Khandani Msibi (3Sixty Group CEO)  Nicolette Jacobs (PwC external audit engagement 
partner for 3Sixty Life for the 2018 financial year) 

 Dr Osborn Mahanjana (3Sixty Group COO)  Peter Withey (Head of Actuarial Function) 

 Olu Luthaga (3Sixty Group CFO)  Gugulethu Ngcobo (Chairperson of 3Sixty Life 
audit committee) 

 Neo Bodibe (Chairperson of 3Sixty Life)  Tebogo Moshakga (3Sixty Group Executive: 
Governance, Legal, Risk and Compliance) 

1.3 Distribution of the report 

Our report is prepared by Deloitte solely for the use by the Prudential Authority for the Investigation and should 
not be used for any other purpose, nor distributed to third parties without our prior written consent. 

1.4 Glossary and abbreviations 

Companies Act Companies Act 71 of 2008 

Doves Group Doves Group Proprietary Limited 

FAIS Act Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002 

FSP Financial Services Provider 

FSCA Financial Sector Conduct Authority 

FSRA Financial Sector Regulation Act 9 of 2017 

HAF Head of Actuarial Function 

IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards 

Investigation The Prudential Authority appointed Deloitte to perform an Investigation at 
3Sixty Life Limited in terms of section 134(1) of the Financial Sector 
Regulation Act of 2017 

Insurance Act Insurance Act 18 of 2017 

Numsa or NUMSA Numsa is the biggest metalworkers trade union in South Africa 

Numsa Financial Services or 
NFS 

Numsa Financial Services Proprietary Limited 

Numsa Investment Company Numsa Investment Company Proprietary Limited 

Related parties As defined in IAS 24: Related Party Disclosures 

Salt Salt Employee Benefits Proprietary Limited 

3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals Proprietary Limited 

3Sixty Client Solutions  3Sixty Client Solutions Proprietary Limited 

3Sixty Group 3Sixty Global Solutions Group Proprietary Limited 

3Sixty Health 3Sixty Health Proprietary Limited 

3Sixty Life or the insurer 3Sixty Life Limited 

SCR Solvency Capital Requirement 
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1.5 Limitations  

3Sixty Life experienced significant churn in its executive management in recent years.  Often we found 3Sixty 
management’s response to our questions were limited and/or qualified as the current team does not have 
detailed knowledge of past transactions.  Some of these instances are specifically noted in our report. 

In determining the transactions and balances that are in scope for the Investigation, we assumed the related 
party transactions and balances as disclosed in the audited 2017-2019 annual financial statements were 
complete.  Through our review of the board and audit committee papers, we identified additional items that are 
related party transactions and balances that were not disclosed as such in the annual financial statements. 
Whilst we have considered these additional items identified as part of the Investigation, a risk remains we did 
not identify and therefore consider all such items. 
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2. Executive summary 

2.1 Group structure and how the inter-connectedness of group companies 
give rise to related party transactions 

3Sixty Life (at incorporation known as HTG Life) was set-up to underwrite funeral insurance products marketed 
by Doves Group. When Numsa Investment Company acquired Doves Group it also became the controlling 
shareholder of 3Sixty Life. 

In excess of 80% of the premiums currently underwritten by 3Sixty Life are introduced by entities in the Numsa 
group structure.  The contributing entities are Doves Group, 3Sixty Client Solutions and Numsa Financial 
Services.  In addition, 3Sixty Life acquires services and products from various other entities in the Numsa group 
structure.  Refer below extract of the Numsa group structure for more context.  

 

3Sixty Group management views the inter-connectedness of these entities as key to 3Sixty Life’s commercial 
success.  In our discussions with 3Sixty Group management (also confirmed in a written memo addressed to us) 
it was stated “it is clear that 3Sixty Life is umbilicaly connected to Doves Group, Numsa Financial Services and 
3Sixty Client Solutions” and “3Sixty Life does not exist without its sister companies and what has carried all of 
them into success is the symbiosis that exist.”  A number of our findings reported below originate from this 
mindset where 3Sixty management viewed different legal entities often as one, with insufficient documentation 
and/or governance for the transactions between these parties. 

With its access to liquid assets 3Sixty Life, at times, during the period that we reviewed acted as de facto 
treasurer for the 3Sixty Group.  An example was when 3Sixty Life provided R10 million short-term funding for 
the 3Sixty Group’s acquisition of shares in Salt (refer 3.3.1). 
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2.2 Relative significance of 3Sixty Life related party balances and transactions  

       2019 2018 2017 

       R'000 R'000 R'000 

          
Related party expenses in statement of comprehensive income (IFRS )       

                    

Commission and brokerage paid to related parties      101 011 86 871 Note 2 

Other related party expenses as disclosed in related party note   35 801 16 475 Note 2 

Reclassification of "sponsorship" expenses to related parties (Note 1)   164 6 687 Note 2 

Adjusted total related party expenses (a)       136 976 110 033 Note 2 

                    

Total operational expenses, employee costs and commission and brokerage 
incurred per statement of comprehensive income (b)   300 440 284 935 Note 2 

                    

Total related party expenses as a percentage of total operating expenses (a/b) 45.6% 38.6% Note 2 

                    

          
Related party balances in statement of financial position (IFRS)         

                    

Related party receivables (c)         58 577 43 376 22 588 

Related party payables  (d)         -5 075 -2 960 -658 

                    

Total assets (e)           553 660 521 205 514 585 

Total liabilities (f)           -417 824 -375 425 -410 815 

                    

Related party receivables as percentage of total assets (c/e)     10.6% 8.3% 4.4% 

Related party payables as a percentage of total liabilities (d/f)     1.2% 0.8% 0.2% 

                    

                    

Loan receivable from Doves Group as a percentage of own funds (SAM)       

                    

Loan receivable from Doves Group         32 021 35 014 19 092 

Own funds eligible to meet the SCR (g)     Note 4 95 421 129 001 Note 3 

SCR (h)           Note 4 64 580 81 006 Note 3 

SCR Cover (g/h)          Note 4 1.48 1.59 Note 3 

                    

Loan receivable from Doves Group as a percentage of eligible own funds 33.6% 27.1% Note 3 

                    

          

          
Notes          

 

Note 1 Costs included in a sponsorship expense category were erroneously not disclosed as paid to related parties in 
the IFRS financial statements. Amount of reclassification was calculated by Deloitte. 

Note 2 Information for 2017 not comparable following changes in classification adopted for 2018 and 2019. 
Note 3 Not applicable as prior to the adoption of SAM reporting. 
Note 4 Information obtained from the 2019 annual QRT return approved by the 3Sixty Life board. 
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2.3 Summary of findings 

The Investigation raised findings in all three of if its objectives. The findings include:  

 Historic expense payments during 2018 and 2019 where the commercial benefits to 3Sixty Life are 
unclear.  The beneficiaries of these payments were Numsa, its members and leadership. Refer 3.1.1 and 
3.1.2 

 Carrying value of a loan receivable from Doves Group in the financial statements and annual regulatory 
return (QRT) not presented on a basis consistent with the requirements of IFRS and the Insurance Act.  
Refer 3.1.3  

 Related party transactions that have either no underlying agreement or the agreement is incomplete, or 
the agreement includes terms that are not enforceable. Refer 3.1.4, 3.1.5 and 3.2.2 

 Loans advanced to related parties where the requirements of the Companies Act and the Insurance Act 
as it relates financial assistance were not complied with. Also, no evidence found that the loans were 
approved by 3Sixty Life board of directors prior to being advanced. Refer 3.2.1 

 Matter raised at audit committee meeting not followed up timeously. Refer 3.2.3 

 A loan from 3Sixty Life to 3Sixty Group partly funded the acquisition of shares in Salt.  The loan was 
interest free and repaid five months later. Refer 3.3.1 

 No evidence that 3Sixty Life funded 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals directly, or indirectly. Refer 3.3.2 

The detailed findings are grouped in section 3 according to the objectives of the Investigation.  

Although our report was not shared with the 3Sixty management the findings were raised with them through 
virtual or telephonic meetings throughout the Investigation to confirm the accuracy of the facts.   

Where relevant, we included in this report specific comments from 3Sixty management gathered from these 
discussions, or corroborating emails received.   
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3. Detailed findings  

3.1 Objective 1: The nature, quantum, recoverability and purpose of related 
party transactions during 2017-2019 

3.1.1 Ad hoc payments in respect of services and goods for Numsa, its members and leadership 

Included in note 23 (operating expenses) of the audited 2018 financial statements of 3Sixty Life is an expense 
item for sponsorships of R20.1 million.  Although not classified as related party expenses, we requested 3Sixty 
management to provide us with an analysis of this balance, including detailed information for two items named: 

 “Numsa support” for R357 787; and 

  “Numsa/Merryn Financial Services” for R1 062 600. 

From the analysis received, we placed our focus on those payments where the commercial rationale was not 
apparent and we identified six items to discuss further with 3Sixty management.  Those items are included in 
the table below with the supporting invoices included in Appendix D. 3Sixty management’s comments on these 
expenses are included as notes 1-3. Some of management’s comments originate from discussions with a 
previous CEO of 3Sixty Life who was in office at the time the payments were made, and was approached by 
current management to provide further background.  

 
 
 

Payment made to  
Reference or  
description 

Amount paid  
(incl. VAT where  
relevant) 

Management  
comment on  
commercial  
rationale for  
payment 

Reference in  
Appendix D 

1 Ivoire Eagle protection Security 6 000.00 Note 1 D1 
Vashna Pithouse Alcohol and other 15 185.78 Note 1 D2 
Operative Business Trust Tent and other rentals 5 870.00 Note 1 D3 
Lutho Kitchenette Catering 12 000.00 Note 1 D4 
Operative Business Trust Breakage 1 374.75 Note 1 D5 

40 430.53 

2 Dell laptop and software Uiplay Irwin daughter 15 578.49 Note 2 D6 

3 NUMSA transport Mak Link Trading Transport from Union  
Life office Ladysmith  
KZN including return 

10 000.00 Note 1 D7 

4 NUMSA event NUMSA Wits region Catering, transport and  
décor for 2 day event 

48 300.00 Note 1 D8 

5 NUMSA gala dinner AMB Group Food and refreshments 60 950.00 Note 1 D9 
AMB Group Finger food 53 475.00 Note 1 D10 

114 425.00 

6 NUMSA consulting  Merryn Financial Services NUMSA engagement 217 350.00 Note 3 D11 
Merryn Financial Services NUMSA engagement 460 000.00 Note 3 D12 
Merryn Financial Services NUMSA business  

development 184 000.00 Note 3 D13 
Merryn Financial Services Monthly partner  

consulting fee  
agreement 201 250.00 Note 3 D14 

1 062 600.00 

NUMSA General  
Secretary birthday  
fuction for 150 guests   
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Notes to the table above 

Note 1: The payments were made as part of marketing initiatives and allowed 3Sixty Life access to Numsa 
events where it could further its brand and strengthen relationships. 

Note 2: Whilst the laptop was used by the Numsa General Secretary’s daughter it was used for office work at 
3Sixty Life’ premises.  

Note 3: These payments were made to Merryn Financial Services in lieu of commission that was payable to NFS. 

Deloitte conclusion 

After a review of the supporting documentation and discussions with 3Sixty management our view on items 1-6 
are as follows: 

 Items 1-5 represent expenditure that could have been avoided and the commercial benefits for 3Sixty 
Life are unclear. 

 Items 1-2 represent expenses that benefited specific individuals related to Numsa as opposed to 3Sixty 
Life. 

 Item 6 represent expenses paid on behalf of NFS in lieu of commission. Even though management’s 
representation is that these payments benefited 3Sixty Life, we regard it as unusual for an entity that is 
not a party to a transaction to settle the invoices for that transaction.  In our view, such payments do not 
represent good business practice.  

Other considerations 

 The income tax treatment of the payments for items 1-5 needs to be evaluated by 3Sixty management. 
As a general rule only expenses incurred in the production of taxable income may be deducted in 
determining a taxpayer’s taxable income.  The risk is some of the above items did not meet the criteria 
to be deducted from taxable income.  We enquired from 3Sixty management how these items were 
treated for income tax purposes but we did not receive a definitive reply.  We have not considered this 
aspect further as it is not in the scope of the Investigation.  

 
 We enquired from both the chairperson of the 3Sixty Life board of directors and the chairperson of the 

3Sixty Life audit committee whether they had knowledge of these expenses.  Both chairpersons 
confirmed they were not familiar with these payments.  

 3Sixty Life management currently in office represented to us they have a different philosophy to 
sponsorship expenses and payments than the management in place during the 2018 financial year. 
They point to the sponsorships expense item for the 2019 financial year was R13.3 million (2018: R20.1 
million) and the amount for Numsa support was R8 000 (2018: R357 787), which are less than the 
similar amounts reported in the 2018 financial year.  
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3.1.2 Monthly payments to NUMSA where the commercial rationale is not apparent and could be 
regarded as intermediary services 

Included in the R20.1 million sponsorship expense reported by 3Sixty Life in its 2018 financial year (refer 3.1.1) 
are monthly payments of R200 000 recorded as paid to the Numsa Benevolent Fund. Our understanding is that 
it is not a separate entity (fund) but rather Numsa itself that is the recipient.  

No contract exists that stipulate the basis of calculation of the monthly payments or how 3Sixty Life is able to 
measure the benefit it received. However, in an email titled “Numsa Rebates: Benevolent Fund” dated 23 March 
2018 sent by a member of the 3Sixty Group management team it is noted that in exchange for the monthly 
payments “The commitment is for Numsa to:   

 Endorse NIC and subsidiaries products and services; 

 Allow NIC and its subsidiaries access to Numsa structure;    

 Allow NIC and its subsidiaries to companies that are organised; and 

 Move financial services products including Group Life Assurance, Provident Fund and Medical Aid to NIC 
and its subsidiaries.” 

3Sixty management believes the monthly payments during 2018 were justified as 3Sixty Life competed with 
other insurers for access to Numsa members.  Reference was made to other insurers making similar payments 
to Numsa.  That being said, 3Sixty management confirmed no such payments were made in the 2019 financial 
year.  Our review of the 2019 sponsorship expense account also confirmed no such payments were made during 
the 2019 financial year.  

Deloitte conclusion 

In the absence of a contract that allows the company to measure the benefit that accrued to 3Sixty Life we find 
it difficult to conclude that the payments were just a regular business expense.  Potentially, the nature was 
more that of a dividend i.e. a subsidiary received an instruction from its shareholder to make payments to its 
shareholder and should have been accounted for as such.   

Other considerations 

 The FAIS Act requires that a FSP is registered with the FSCA before they may legally conduct business. A 
FSP includes an intermediary. An intermediary for the purposes of the FAIS Act is someone who acts as a 
go-between, interposed between a client and product supplier, whose acts directly result in a financial 
transaction, for instance a policy, being entered into. 

If management’s view is correct that the payments were for services rendered the services delivered by 
Numsa, as described in the e-mail above, could have been that of an intermediary.   We note Numsa is 
not registered as a FSP. We have not considered this aspect further as it is not in the scope of the 
Investigation. However, the FSCA may seek further clarity from 3Sixty Life and Numsa on this matter. 

 Similar to 3.1.1 the tax treatment of these payments to Numsa is uncertain.  We have not considered this 
aspect further as it is not in the scope of the Investigation. 
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3.1.3 Carrying value of loan receivable from Doves Group not consistent with the requirements of 
IFRS and the Insurance Act, 2017 

At 31 December 2018 the loan receivable from Doves Group was reported as R35.0 million in 3Sixty Life’s 
audited financial statements. A portion of the loan, R27.5 million, was administered in terms of a loan 
agreement dated 30 November 2018.  That agreement specifies the loan is interest free and will be subject to 
monthly repayments of R600 000. Refer to Appendix E for the loan agreement. 

In the financial statements of 3Sixty Life the loan receivable from Doves Group is recognised as a financial 
instrument valued according to the principles contained in IFRS 9: Financial Instruments. We agree with this 
classification. 

This standard requires all financial instruments to be initially recognised at fair value. On initial recognition the 
fair value of loans to related parties can be estimated by discounting the future loan repayments using the rate 
the borrower would pay to an unrelated lender for a loan with otherwise similar conditions (for example 
amount, duration, currency, ranking and any security). Such a fair value calculation is also required when the 
terms of the loan is modified, for example, when the loan agreement dated 30 November 2018 was entered 
into.  

If the original loan amount does not represent fair value, the below-market element needs to be accounted for 
separately. For illustration purposes, if it is assumed a 16% annual interest rate would have been charged by an 
unrelated lender the fair value of this portion of the loan would have been R20.8 million at 30 November 2018.  
The difference between the loan amount and the fair value, in this example, is R6.7 million.   

We discussed the accounting of the loan receivable with PwC who were the external auditors of 3Sixty Life for 
the 2018 financial year.  We followed up the discussion with specific questions and PwC responded in writing on 
6 October 2020. Refer Appendix H for the response.  Although that letter does refer to scenarios that could lead 
to the earlier repayment of the loan receivable by Doves Group, as opposed to the contractual repayment of 
R600 000 per month, we do not believe these scenarios apply as they are not under the control of 3Sixty Life 
and/or not contractually enforceable. 

Deloitte conclusion 

In our view the loan receivable from Doves Group was not treated in line with the requirements of IFRS. We 
believe an adjustment should have been made for the below-market element of the Doves Group loan 
receivable in both the 2018 and 2019 3Sixty Life financial statements.  Put simply, our expectation is the 
carrying value of the loan receivable in the financial statements should have been lower to take account of the 
fact that no interest is earned on the loan receivable.   

Similarly, in our view the treatment of the loan receivable in the 2018 and 2019 QRT returns was not consistent 
with the requirements of the Insurance Act.   Prudential Standard FSI 1 requires that “in determining eligible 
own funds, both assets and liabilities must be valued on a basis consistent with market-based methodologies, 
unless otherwise specified”.  We therefore also expected a lower carrying value of the loan receivable in the 
2018 and 2019 QRTs.    
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3.1.4 No intermediary agreement for Doves Group commission payments  

The commission and brokerage paid to Doves Group per the audited 2019 Smart Life financial statements are  

 2019  

R’000 

2018 

R’000 

Commission 65 673 59 831 

Broker fees 8 896 - 

Total 74 569 59 831 

 
Note 37 of these financial statements includes information on a restatement as it relates the commission paid 
(including to Doves Group) that resulted in a change to the 2018 comparative information.  An extract from 
note 37 is included below which is presented in R’ 000. 

 
 
3Sixty Life management could not provide us with a written agreement between Doves Group (as the 
intermediary) and 3Sixty Life that stipulates how the commission expense above was calculated. We understand 
from management the commission was not calculated as a percentage of the premiums, but rather as a 
reimbursement of certain salary and other costs incurred by Doves Group. 

Section 49 of the Long-term Insurance Act specifies “No consideration shall be offered or provided by or on 
behalf of a long-term insurer, a policyholder or any other person, or accepted by any independent intermediary 
or any other person, for rendering services referred to in the regulations, other than commission or 
remuneration contemplated in the regulations and otherwise than in accordance with the regulations.” 

Further, the Policyholder Protection Rules under this  Act stipulate “An insurer may only enter into an 
intermediary agreement with an intermediary where in the case of an independent intermediary, that person 
has been licensed as a financial services provider and authorised to render financial services in respect of the 
policies offered by the insurer in accordance with section 8 of the FAIS Act, and the insurer has taken 
reasonable steps to satisfy itself that the independent intermediary and, where applicable, any persons 
rendering services as intermediary on the independent intermediary’s behalf, meet the FAIS product knowledge 
competency requirements in respect of the policies offered by the insurer. An insurer must, where an 
intermediary agreement has been entered into, furnish the intermediary with a written copy of the 
intermediary agreement setting out the terms and conditions thereof. “   

Deloitte conclusion 

The absence of a written agreement did not allow us to conclude on whether the payments are “commission or 
remuneration contemplated in the regulations and otherwise than in accordance with the regulations”.  
Management represented to Deloitte that these are commissions paid to Doves Group and relate entirely to 
assistance policies on which no maximum commission limitations exist. 

3Sixty Life and Doves Group should regularise the commission payments by entering into an intermediary 
agreement setting out the rights and obligations of both parties as required by the Insurance Act.  
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3.1.5 Related party transactions without underlying agreements 

The table below includes related party expenses in the 2017 and 2018 financial years where no written 
agreements existed setting out the terms and conditions of the services rendered to 3Sixty Life.  It is not 
necessarily a comprehensive list, but represent the more significant expenses extracted from Appendix B.  

Related party  

2018 

R'000 

 

2017 

R'000 

  

Unlimited Internet Play Proprietary Limited - Consultation fees                  575               1 210  No agreement 

Unlimited Internet Play Proprietary Limited - Software purchase                4 997               3 531  No agreement 

Doves Group Proprietary Limited - Admin fees               7 200                     -    No agreement 

3Sixty Client Solutions Proprietary Limited - Broker fees               2 282               2 191  No agreement 

3Sixty Client Solutions Proprietary Limited - Call Centre costs                2 685               1 122  No agreement 

Similar expenses were incurred in the 2019 financial year and the observation is therefore also relevant for that 
year.  The 2019 financial year also includes additional expenses without agreements, such as the shared service 
costs of R2.2 million with Sechaba Medical Services Proprietary Limited. 

Deloitte conclusion 

Although we have no specific reason to believe otherwise, the absence of written agreements did not allow us 
to conclude whether the expenses were valid, accurate and disclosed appropriately in the financial statements. 
The observation illustrates that 3Sixty’s processes around related party transactions are not yet mature and 
needs to be made more formal. 

We recommend that for all the items above, agreements are drafted and signed by both parties to confirm their 
acceptance of the terms and conditions.  The insurer’s internal audit function should schedule a follow-up 
review in the future to ensure all agreements have been put in place. 

Other considerations 

Whilst not in the scope of the Investigation some of the payments may relate to binder and outsourcing 
arrangements, which would require the services rendered to be regulated in terms of the Insurance Act.  We 
recommend 3Sixty management reviews all related party services and submits a report to the Prudential 
Authority commenting on whether these services should be regarded as binder and/or outsourcing services, as 
defined. 
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3.2 Objective 2: Governance processes followed by the board of directors of 
3Sixty Life in considering and approving related party transactions 

3.2.1 Requirements of the Companies Act and Insurance Act as it relates loans advanced not met  

As a protective measure, the Companies Act includes specific governance requirements when a company 
provides financial assistance to related parties.  Financial assistance includes the lending of money such as the 
loans advanced to Doves Group (refer 3.1.3) and 3Sixty Group (refer 3.3.1).     

Section 45 of the Companies Act contains several requirements that have to be met when the board grants 
financial assistance. These include:  

 The financial assistance must comply with all of the conditions or restrictions contained in the 
Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI); 

 It must be pursuant to an employee share scheme or provided in line with a shareholders’ special 
resolution adopted in the previous two years which approved the assistance specifically or generally for a 
category of potential recipients;  

 The board is required to apply a solvency and liquidity test and is required to ensure that the terms of 
the financial assistance are fair and reasonable (every board member voting on the resolution is required 
to comply with this condition); and 

 The board is required to inform all shareholders and trade unions regarding the financial assistance and 
the terms thereof.  

The board is required to perform the solvency and liquidity test before the financial assistance is approved and 
the transaction takes place.  The board is also required to determine that the terms of the financial assistance 
are fair and reasonable to the company. The financial well-being of the company should be the most important 
factor in this consideration. More specifically, the board is required to give consideration to the company, and 
not to the group as a whole.  

Our review of the board minutes did not show evidence that the solvency and liquidity tests were performed 
before the two instances of financial assistance noted above was provided. This view is supported by the 
external audit findings progress report included in the audit committee pack for its meeting on 21 June 2019. 
Refer Appendix F for the external auditors report item.  Also refer to Appendix H for a letter from PwC that 
provides commentary on how the auditors evaluated the matter during the external audit of 3Sixty Life in the 
2018 financial year. 

We also enquired from 3Sixty management whether the solvency and liquidity tests have been performed since 
the matter has been reported by the external auditors in 2019. The 3Sixty Group CFO in an e-mail dated 13 July 
2020 responded: “Unfortunately there does not appear to be any minutes approving the intercompany loans 
between 3Sixty Life and other subsidiaries. We found the below set of minutes indicating the board is aware of 
the Doves loan with 3Sixty Life as the recoverability of the loan was discussed. We cannot however find the 
minutes where the loans were approved by the board before they were advanced.” Also, 3Sixty management 
confirmed verbally that they had in response to our enquiry also reviewed the records of recent shareholders 
meetings and could not find evidence of a shareholders special resolution adopted in the previous two years 
which approved the assistance specifically or generally for a category of potential recipients. 

Deloitte conclusion 

The board of directors did not approve the Doves Group and 3Sixty Group loan transactions before they were 
advanced and the requirements of section 45 of the Companies Act were not met.  

Other considerations 

Section 38(1)(e) of the Insurance Act states “An insurer or controlling company that is a profit company… … may 
not, without the approval of the Prudential Authority conclude a transaction contemplated in section 45 (loans 
or other financial assistance to directors) of the Companies Act.”.  It follows if 3Sixty Life did not meet the 
requirements of the Companies Act for the Doves Group and 3Sixty Group loans, it also did not meet the 
requirements of the Insurance Act.   
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We recommend 3Sixty Life identifies all current instances of financial assistance provided and follow the 
requirements of the Companies Act.  Thereafter, 3Sixty Life should use the same list to apply to the Prudential 
Authority for approval in terms of section 38(1)(e) of the Insurance Act. 

3.2.2 Incomplete Doves Group inter-company loan agreements or agreements not complied with  

The loan receivable from Doves Group is administered by two separate loan agreements. The first loan 
agreement is dated 5 September 2017 (amount advanced: R6.0 million) and the second loan agreement is dated 
30 November 2018 (amount advanced: R27.5 million).  The loan agreements administer separate parts of the 
loan receivable and are in-force concurrently. 

Set out below are observations from our review of the agreements noting areas where the loan agreements are 
not complete, or not complied with. 

Agreement date Observation Detail 

First loan 
agreement dated 
5 September 2017 

Loan 
agreement 
not complete 

Extract of the loan agreement: 

The extract deals with the disposal of Properties owned by Doves Group (as defined) 
that is integral to the repayment of the loan.  The Properties are defined in the 
agreement as: “means the unbonded Properties listed and described in Annexure A 
hereto, of which the Borrower is the registered owner of.” 

We could, however, not find Annexure A that is supposed to be attached to the 
agreement.  The 3Sixty Group CFO in an e-mail dated 9 July 2020 to Deloitte stated: 
“Unfortunately, I can’t find Annexure A from emails or from the server. I can confirm 
however that Doves does have sufficient unbonded assets as referenced to Annexure A 
on the contract. If you would like me to provide you with support for this, please let me 
know. “ 

Second loan 
agreement dated 
30 November 2018 

(Appendix E) 

Loan 
agreement 
not complied 
with 

The agreement specifies “Doves agrees to pay a sum of R600 000.00 per month to 
reduce this loan.  The effective date of the agreement is 1st November 2018, the date 
the first payment is due.”   

On enquiry whether Doves Group adhered to these repayment terms during the 2019 
financial year the 3Sixty Group CFO in a discussion on 28 July 2020 confirmed that 
these payments were not made. Also, Gugulethu Ngcobo in her role as 3Sixty Life audit 
committee chairperson mentioned that discussions between the parties about the 
timing and way of settling the loan are ongoing currently. 

Deloitte conclusion 

Incomplete loan agreements or agreements where the terms are not enforced expose 3Sixty Life to undue 
credit and operational risk.  Inadequate supervision existed in the past to ensure that the loan terms were 
complete, and adhered to. 

We recommend a thorough review of the legal and commercial aspects of all related party agreements are 
performed, and where required, the agreements are amended.  The insurer’s internal audit function should 
afterwards undertake an engagement to ensure all agreements have been put in place and submit its report to 
the Prudential Authority.  
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3.2.3 Matter raised at audit committee meeting not followed up timeously  

In the minutes of the 3Sixty Life audit committee meeting that took place on 19 September 2019 it is recorded:  

“The Committee expressed concerns about the amount of money that went towards both marketing expenses 
as well as consulting fees. The Committee also sought clarity about the nature of services provided by the 
following service providers: Summer Sunshine Consultant. 

With regards to Summer Sunshine Consultants, Mr Mabunda advised the Committee that this company 
provides strategic relationship management services for 3Sixty Life and a further analysis could be done to 
establish the number of businesses obtained through Summer Sunshine. Moreover, Management was 
requested to circulate to Board members the list of shareholders(s) for the aforementioned Company.”  

The discussion at the audit committee originated from the finance report included in the audit committee pack 
shows monthly fees of R161 000 (VAT Inclusive) being paid to Summer Sunshine Consulting.  

The reference to shareholding raised a question with us whether this is a related party transaction, and we 
followed up with the 3Sixty Group CFO whether the director’s request was adhered to. She responded in an e-
mail dated 6 July 2020: “With regards to query 3 (Summer Sunshine), a further analysis has not yet been 
performed and a list of shareholders have not yet been circulated to board members.”  

We also asked 3Sixty management for a copy of a recent invoice produced by Summer Sunshine so we could 
perform a desktop review of this service provider.  Refer Appendix G. From the invoice, we noted the entity’s 
full name is Summer Sunshine Trading 27 CC and the closed corporation has only one member in Petrus Mbula 
Nxumalo.  He is also a director of seven other companies.  

We also inspected a copy of the service agreement that was signed by the parties on 14 August 2012 and 
describes the services by Summer Sunshine Trading 27 CC as follows: 

 

 

Deloitte conclusion 

Whilst 3Sixty Life generally does follow the good practice of presenting at meetings a schedule of matters 
carried forward from previous meetings, in this case that process did not function as intended.  The audit 
committee also did not identify this omission at its next meeting. 
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We regard the monthly payment of a consultant for the type of services, as described above, as unusual. What 
particular skillset Petrus Nxumalo has or is housed in Summer Sunshine Trading 27 CC remains unclear to us.  As 
a general rule 3Sixty management throughout the Investigation was responsive to our requests for information. 
However, in this particular instance, we have not received a clear response that explains the background to and 
need for this expense.  

We recommend the 3Sixty Life audit committee and/or board of directors analyses the history of this business 
relationship, consider the ownership structure of Summer Sunshine Trading 27 CC as well as an analysis of the 
benefits received from the business relationship. Thereafter 3Sixty Life should submit a report of its conclusions, 
approved by the board of directors, to the Prudential Authority.   

Other considerations 

The FAIS Act requires that a FSP is registered with the FSCA before they may legally conduct business. A FSP 
includes an intermediary. An intermediary for the purposes of the FAIS Act is someone who acts as a go-
between, interposed between a client and product supplier, whose acts directly result in a financial transaction, 
for instance a policy, being entered into. 

The services as described above could be regarded that of an intermediary.   We note Summer Sunshine Trading 
27 CC is not registered as a FSP. We have not considered this aspect further as it is not in the scope of the 
Investigation. However, the FSCA may seek further clarity from 3Sixty Life and Summer Sunshine Trading 27 CC 
on this matter. 
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3.3 Objective 3: Sources of funding and details of the acquisition of Salt 
Employee Benefits Limited and 3Sixty Pharmaceuticals Limited 

3.3.1 3Sixty Life loan partially funded the acquisition of Salt  

On 15 March 2019 3Sixty Group through its wholly owned subsidiary Freesome Trading (RF) Proprietary Limited 
(“the purchaser”) entered into a sale of shares agreement to acquire 74.9% of the shareholding of Salt from Salt 
Investment Holdings Proprietary Limited (“the seller”).  Salt is an employee benefit consultant and service 
provider. 

The purchase price per the sale of shares agreement was R280 million. The bulk of the purchase price was 
settled through funding received by the purchaser from ABSA subscribing for preference shares issued 
(R150 million) and a vendor loan (R110 million). 

For the remaining portion of the purchase price (R20 million) the sale of shares agreement states “the seller and 
3Sixty entered into a bridge loan facility agreement in December 2019 (should have read 2018) in terms of 
which 3Sixty advanced a loan of R20 000 000 to the seller. 3Sixty has ceded its rights to the repayment of the 
loan to the purchaser.” The R20 million loan owed by the seller was then offset against the remaining purchase 
price.   

The funds needed by 3Sixty Group to advance the R20 million to the seller for the loan facility was obtained 
from 3Sixty Life (R10 million) and a fellow subsidiary in 3Sixty Health (R10 million). For purposes of this 
Investigation, we focussed only on the R10 million from 3Sixty Life as the R10 million from 3Sixty Health was 
regarded out of scope. 

The R10 million advanced by 3Sixty Life to 3Sixty Group was disinvested from the insurer’s Prescient Money 
Market portfolio on 17 January 2019.  3Sixty management regard the Prescient Money Market portfolio as 
assets that back shareholder funds (shareholder asset portfolio).  In discussions with the 3Sixty Life HAF he also 
confirmed the Prescient Money Market portfolio are assets that are internally allocated to the shareholder, as 
opposed to the policyholders.  

On 13 June 2019 the R10 million was repaid to 3Sixty Life by a fellow group company Crackawin Investments 
Proprietary Limited and thereafter reinvested in the Prescient Money Market portfolio on 19 June 2019. We 
enquired from the 3Sixty Group CFO why Crackawin Investments Proprietary Limited settled the loan (as 
opposed to 3Sixty Group) and she responded: “Crackawin is an investment company that is 100% held by 3Sixty 
Global Solutions Group. The R 10m that was supposed to be used to acquire SALT was held up in the Crackawin 
investments. The funds in Crackawin were not released on time and that is why 3Sixty Life ended up making the 
R 10m payment. When the Crackawin funds were available, the money was transferred back to 3Sixty Life.” 

We obtained the shareholder’s loan agreement between 3Sixty Group (“the Borrower”) and 3Sixty Life (“the 
Lender”).  The salient features of this agreement are: 

 Capital amount: R10 million 

 Interest: Nil 

 Term: Indefinite  

The loan agreement was only dated on 4 June 2020 which is after the date that Deloitte had asked for 
supporting information for the loan.  The 3Sixty Group CFO in an e-mail dated 9 July 2020 to Deloitte stated: 
“The agreement between 3Sixty Life and GSG for R 10 million was not yet signed when the loan was advanced. 
It was still draft. The agreement was only signed on 1 June 2020.” 

Also, the loan agreement references that the “Borrower is marketing the Properties with the purpose of selling 
same for the best possible market related price.  The Borrower herewith ceded, transfers and makes over its 
rights, title and interest in the Proceeds, to the value of the Capital account.”  This clause is not relevant as 
3Sixty Group has no properties that are listed as security and/or being sold.   It is likely the clause was 
incorrectly copied from the loan agreement between 3Sixty Life and Doves Group (loan 1).  
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During our discussion with Neo Bodibe in her role as director of 3Sixty Life she confirmed the board was initially 
not aware of the R10 million loan advanced to 3Sixty Group.  Only during an investment committee meeting 
that took place after the loan was repaid, did this matter get raised.   

Deloitte conclusion 

The purchase price for Salt was partly settled by a R10 million loan from 3Sixty Life to 3Sixty Group. The assets 
liquidated by 3Sixty Life to facilitate the R10 million loan was located in its shareholder portfolio, rather than the 
policyholder portfolio. Although 3Sixty Life earned no interest from the loan it was settled in full after a loan 
period of five months. 

The board of directors of 3Sixty Life did not have knowledge of, or approve, the R10 million loan to 3Sixty Group 
before it was advanced. Also, no loan agreement was concluded before the funds were advanced.   

3.3.2 No evidence that 3Sixty Life funded 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals directly or indirectly 

The letter of appointment as included in Appendix A asks the Investigator to “inspect the sources of funding and 
details (i.e. purchase price vs NAV etc.) of the acquisition of Salt Employee Benefits Limited and 3Sixty 
Pharmaceuticals Limited”.  We could not locate a company by that name within the 3Sixty Group structure, but 
accepted that this was a naming error only, and our procedures should be directed at 3Sixty 
Biopharmaceuticals.  

3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals was incorporated in 2018 with 3Sixty Health Solutions Proprietary Limited as its 
immediate holding company. Deloitte obtained from 3Sixty management draft financial statements for 3Sixty 
Biopharmaceuticals for the year ended 31 December 2019. An extract is included below: 

 

 

The statement of financial position shows 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals was primarily funded through inter-group 
loans as opposed to share capital.  Per the draft financial statements the loan finding was provided by 3Sixty 
Health, is unsecured and has no fixed terms of repayment. To ensure 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals is able to adopt 
the going concern basis of accounting note 8 of the draft financial statements confirms that 3Sixty Health 
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subordinated its loan in favour of third party creditors to the extent that 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals’ liabilities 
exceed its assets. 

Deloitte was provided with audited 3Sixty Health financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2019.  
3Sixty Health reported a net asset value of R49.7 million at 31 December 2019 and reflected only a R44 000 
receivable from 3Sixty Life. 3Sixty management also provided us with a written representation dated 5 June 
2020 that “3Sixty Life has not transacted with Biopharma”. 

Deloitte conclusion 

3Sixty Life did not directly or indirectly provide funding to 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals at 31 December 2019. Also 
no evidence could be found that 3Sixty Life provided funding to 3Sixty Biopharmaceuticals at any other time 
since its incorporation in 2018. 
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4. Conclusion and recommendations 
The Investigation raised findings in all three of if its objectives.  Additional focus is needed from 3Sixty Life 
management and its governance structure as it relates the accounting and governance of related party 
transactions and balances.  

Recommendations the Prudential Authority may choose to put to the management and governance structure of 
3Sixty Life include: 

Recommendation 1: A commercial and legal review should be performed of all current related party balances 
and transactions. The review led by 3Sixty management should have the following objectives:  

 Ensure all related party transactions and/or balances have an underlying agreement approved by the 
respective parties that adequately specifies the agreed terms and conditions.  Existing agreements 
where the terms are found to be out of date should be updated.    

 Consider whether the related party transactions have specific regulatory requirements. Some of the 
related party transactions may meet the criteria of intermediary, outsourcing and/or binder functions 
as defined in legislation applicable to insurers.  For these transactions, management should ensure the 
terms of the underlying agreements are consistent with the regulatory requirements. 

The insurer’s internal audit function should afterwards undertake an engagement to ensure all agreements have 
been put in place and submit its report to the Prudential Authority.  

Recommendation 2: A register of “financial assistance”, as defined in the Companies Act, should be prepared 
and maintained thereafter.  For all entries in this register, the requirements of section 45 of the Companies Act 
should be met through seeking approvals from the shareholder and board of directors with adequate 
recordkeeping.  Also, for all entries in the register 3Sixty Life should submit an application to the Prudential 
Authority as required by Section 38(1)(e) of the Insurance Act. 

Recommendation 3: The 3Sixty Life board of directors should re-evaluate the “framework for the delegation of 
authority to management” per section 5.1 of the board charter to ensure it appropriately limits management’s 
ability to enter into related party transactions and/or balances without first referring to the board of directors 
for approval. 

Recommendation 4: The 3Sixty Life board of directors should consider whether the carrying value of the loan 
receivable from Doves Group reported in terms of IFRS and/or the Insurance Act should be reduced to take 
account of the fact that no interest is earned on the loan. 

Recommendation 5: For historic payments in respect of services and goods for Numsa, its members and 
leadership the board of directors of 3Sixty Life should evaluate whether any of such payments should be 
recouped from the recipients. 

Recommendation 6: The 3Sixty Life audit committee and/or board of directors should analyse the history of the 
Sunshine Trading 27 CC business relationship, consider the ownership structure of Summer Sunshine Trading 27 
CC, as well as an analysis of the benefits received from the business relationship. Thereafter 3Sixty Life should 
submit a report of its conclusions, approved by the board of directors, to the Prudential Authority.   
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Appendix A – Letter of appointment  
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Appendix B – Analysis of 2017 and 2018 
related party balances and transactions 
as provided by 3Sixty management  
 

 

General note 

The references to “Support” is 

where an agreement was 

provided to Deloitte. 
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Appendix C – Related party balances 
and transactions as included in the 
2019 audited financial statements  
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Appendix D – Analysis of the 
Sponsorship expense item included in 
the 2018 financial statements 
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Appendix E – Doves Group loan 
agreement (second loan) 
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Appendix F – Extract from the external 
audit findings progress report included 
in the Audit Committee pack for the 
meeting of 21 June 2019  
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Appendix G – Invoice from Summer 
Sunshine Trading 27 CC 
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Appendix H – PwC response to 
questions 
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